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Until no~v, we have looked only at some basic principles of option pricing.

Other than put-call parity, alI we examined were rules and conditions, often

suggesting limitations, on option prices. With put-call parity, we found that we

could price a put or a call based on the prices of the combinations of instru-

ments that make up the synthetic version of the instrument. If we wanted to

determine a call price, we had to have a put; if we wanted to determine a put

price, we had to have a call. What we need to be able to do is price a put or a

call without the other instrument. In this section, we introduce a simple means

of pricing an option. It may appear that we oversimplify the situation; but we

shall remove the simplifying assumptions gradually, and eventually reach a

more realistic scenario.

The approach we take here is called the binomial model. The word "bino-

mial" refers to the fact that there are only two outcomes. In other words, we let

the underlying price move to only one of two possible new prices. As noted, this

framework oversimplifies things, but the model can eventuall~~ be extended to

encompass all possible prices. In addition, we refer to the structure of this model

as discrete time, which means that time moves in distinct increments. This is

much like looking at a calendar and observing only the months, weeks, or days.

Even at its smallest interval, we know that time moves forward at a rate faster

than one day at a time. It moves in hours, minutes, seconds, and even fractions of

seconds, and fractions of fractions of seconds. When we talk about time moving

in the tiniest increments, we are talking about continuous rime. We will see that

the discrete time model can be extended to become a continuous time model.

Although we present the continuous time model (Black-Scholes-Merton) in

Section 7, we must point out that the binomial model has the advantage of allow-

ing us to price American options. In addition, the binomial model is a simple

model requiring a minimum of mathematics. Thus it is worthy of study in its own

right.

We start off by having only one binomial period. This means that the underly-

ing price starts off at a given level, then moves forward to a new price, at which

time the option expires. Here we need to change our notation slightly from

what we have been using previously. We let S be the current underlying price.

One period later, it can move up to S+ or down to S-. Note that we are remov-

ing the time subscript, because it will not be necessary here. We let X be the

exercise price of the option and r be the one period risk-free rate. The option

is European style.

~.I.r ~n~ ~vr~aei
We start with a call option. If the underlying goes up to S+, the call option will

be worth c+. If the underlying goes down to S-, the option will be worth c-.

We know that if the option is expiring, its value will be the intrinsic value. Thus,
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and pui—caii parity as

co + X/(1 + r)T = po + [So — PV(CF,O,T)]

which reflects the fact that, as we said, we simply reduce the underlying price by
the present value of its cash flows over the life of the option.

It is important to know that interest rates and volatility exert an influence on
option prices. Wizen interest rates are higher, call o~ition prices are higher and~iut o~ition
~irices are lower. This effect is not obvious and strains the intuition somewhat.
When investors buy call options instead of the underlying, they are effectively
buying an indirect leveraged position in the underlying. When interest rates are
higher, buying the call instead of a direct leveraged position in the underlying is
more attractive. Moreover, by using call options, investors save more money by
nor ~a3ring fir the arderaying untie a tat~r date. ~'or p~z~ options, however, nigher
interest rates are disadvantageous. When interest rates are higher, investors lose
more interest while waiting to sell the underlying when using puts. Thus, the
opportunity cost of ~:~aiting is higher when interest rats are hig~-~er. ~Iti-iougn
these points may not seem completely clear, fortunately they are not critical.
Except when the underlying is a bond or interest rate, interest rates do not have
a very strong effect on option prices.

Volatility, however, has an extremely strong effect on option prices. Higher
volatility increases ec~ll and but o~ition prices because it increases possible u~iside values
and increases ~iossible downside values of the underlying. The upside effect helps calls
and does not hurt puts. The downside effect does not hurt calls and helps puts.
The reasons calls are not hurt on the downside and puts are not hurt on the
upside is that when options are out-of-the-money, it does not matter if they end
up more out-of-the-money. But when options are in-the-money, it does matter if
they end up more in-the-money.

Volatility is a critical variable in pricing options. It is the only variable that
affects option prices that is not directly observable either in the option contract
or in the market. It must be estimated. We shall have more to say about volatility
later in this reading.

~, i • ~ .:

Later in this reading, we will study option price sensitivities in more detail. These
sensitivity measures have Greek names:

► Delta is the sensitivity of the option price to a change in the price of the
underlying.

► Gamma is a measure of how well the delta sensitivity measure will
approximate the option price's response to a change in the price of the
underlying.

s Rho is the sensitivity of the option price to the risk free rate.
► Theta is the rate at which the time value decays as the opCon appra~ches

expiration.

~ ljega is tine sensitivi~ of the option price to volatility.
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S+

S

(~ _ ?)
S-

Exhibit 15 illustrates this scenario with a diagram commonly known as abinoanial tree. Note how we indicate that the current option price, c, is unknown.Now let us specify how the underlying moves. We identify a factor, u, as theup move on the underlying and d as the down move:

S+
u=—

S

S-
d=—

S

so that u and d represent Z plus the rate of return if the underlying goes up anddown, respectively. Thus, S+ = Su and S- = Sd. To avoid an obvious arbitrageopportunity, we require that21

d<l+r<u

~Ne are now ready to determine how to price the option. We assume that we haveall information except for the current option price. In addition, we do not knowin what direction the price of the underlying will move. We start by constructingan arbitrage portfolio consisting of one short call option. Let us now purchase anunspecified number of units of the underlying. Let that number be n. Althoughat the moment we do not know the value of n, we can figure it out quickly. ~1'ecall this portfolio a hedge portfolio. In fact, n is sometimes called the hedgeratio. Its current value is H, where

H=nS—c

This specification reflects the fact that we own n units of the underlj~ng worth Sand we are short one ca11.22 One period later, this portfolio value will go to eitherH+ or H-:

H+ =nS+ —c+

H-=nS--c-

21 This statement says that if the price of the underlying goes up, it must do so at a rate better thanthe risk-free rate. If it goes down, it must do so at a rate lower than the risk-free rate. If theunderlying always does better than the risk-free rate, it would be possible to buy the underlying,financing it by borrowing at the risk-free rate, and be assured of earning a greater return from theunderlying than the cost of borrowing. This would make it possible to generate an unlimited amountof money. If the underlying always does worse than the risk-free rate, one can buy the risk-free assetand finance it by shorting the underlying. This would also make it possible to eam an unlimitedamount of money. Thus, the risky underlying asset cannot dominate or be dominated by the risk-freeasset.
22 Think of this specification as a plus sign indicating assets and a minus sign indicating liabilities
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Because we can choose the value of n, let us do
 so by setting H' equal to ri-.

This specification means that regardless of whi
ch way the underlying moves, the

portfolio value will be the same. Thus, the portfoli
o will be hedged. We do this

by setting

H' = H-, which means that

n5+ — c+ = nS- — c-

We then solve for n to obtain

c+ — c-
n=~+ _~_

('E ~}

Because the values on the right-hand side are know
n, we can easily set n accord-

ing to this formula. If we do so, the portfolio w
ill be hedged. A hedged portfolio

should grow in value at the risk free rate.

H~=H(I-I-r),or

We know that Ht = nS+ — c ̀, H- = nS- — c-, ai
d I ~ = r.S — c. ̀1~7e know tl~e val-

ues of n, S+, 5-, c+, and c-, as well as r. We can 
substitute and solve either of the

above for c to obtain

c = mac+ + ~ 1 — ~~ c 
('4 ~)

l+r

where

l+r—d
-rr= u —d 

f~7)

We see that the call price today, c, is a weighted a
verage of the next two pos-

sible call prices, c+ and c-. The weights are rrr an
d 1 — -rr. This weighted average

is then discounted one period at the risk free rat
e.

It might a~~ear that ~rr and 1 — ~rr are ~irobabilities of the up and down movements,

but they are not. In fact, the probabilities of the up 
and down movements are not

required. It is important to note, however, that ~r
 and 1 — ~r are the probabilities

that would exist if investors were risk neutral. Ri
sk-neutral investors value assets

by camputing the expected future value and 
discounting that value at the risk-

free rate. Because we are discounting at the risk-fr
ee rate, it should be apparent

that rrr and 1 — ~rr would indeed be the probabilit
ies if the investor were risk neu-

tral. In fact, we shall refer to them as risk neutral pro
babilities, and the process of

valuing an option is often called risk neueral va
luatian.23

23 It may be helpfiil to contrast risk neutrality with r
isk aversion, which characterizes nearip all

individuals. People who are risk neutral value
 an asset, such as an option or stock, by discou

nting the

expected value at tt~e risk-free rate. People wh
o are risk averse discount the expected value 

at a

higher rate, one that consists of the risk free rate
 plus a risk premium. In the valuation of optio

ns, we

are not making the assumption that people are r
isk neutral, but the fact that options can be

 valued

by finding the expected value, using these specia
l probabilities, and discounting at the risk f

ree rate

creates the appearance that investors are assum
ed to be ris:: neutral. We emphasize the word

"appearance," because no such assumption is
 being made. The terms "risk neutral probabilit

ies" and

"risk neutral_ valuation" a:e wiu'ely used in opt
ions valuation, aituougii They g~v~ a r..islea

ding

impression of the assumptions underlying 
the process.
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Suppose the underlying is a non-di~ridend-paying stock currently valued at ~5Q.It can either go up by 25 percent or go down by 20 percent. Thus, u = 1.25 andd = 0.80.

S+ = Su = ~Q (1.25) = 62.5Q
S- = Sd = 50(Q.80) = 40

Assume that the call option has an exercise price of 50 and the risk-free rate is7 percent. Thus, the option values one period later will be

c+ = MaY(O,S+ — X) =Max (0,62.50 — 50) = 12.50
c- = Max(O,S- — X) = Max(0,40 — 50) = 0

Exhibit 16 depicts the situation.

Cane-Per€od ~ir~ornia! Example

S+ = Su = 50 (125) = 62.50
[c+ =Max (O,S+ — X)
= Max (0,62.50 — 50) = 12.50)

S=50

(~ _ ?)
S- =Sd=50(0.80) =40

First we calculate ~rr:

l+r—d 1.07-0.80
~ u —d 125-0.80

-0.6

and, hence, 1 — ~r = 0.4. Now, we can directly calculate the option price:

~ _ 0.6(I2.50) + 0.4(0) = 
7.011.07

Thus, the option should sell for $7.01.

6.1.3 Orae-Period Binomiall4rbit~-age O~i~ioa-tunaty
Suppose the option is selling for $8. If the option should be selling for $7.01 andit is selling for $8, it is overpriced—a clear case of price not equaling value.Investors would exploit this opportunity by selling the option and buying theunderlying. The number of units of the underlying purchased for each optionsold would be the value n:

c+ —c- 12.50-0
n S+ — S- 62.50 — 40 — 

0.556
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Thus, for every option sold, we woulc't buy 0.556 uriit~ vi Elie ur~d
~r:y~ag. SupY~se

we sell 1,000 calls and buy 556 units of the underlying. Doing s
o would require

an initial outlay of H = 556($50) — 1,000($8) _ $19,800. One 
period later, the

portfolio value will be either

H+ = nS* — c~ = 556062.50) — 1,000(~i2.5Cj = $22,250, ~r

H- = nS- — c- = 556($40) — 1,000($0) _X22,240

These two values are not exactly the same, but the difference is
 due only to

rounding the hedge ratio, n. We shall use the $22,250 value. If we 
invest ~y19,800

and end up with $22,250, the return is

$22,250 _ 
1 = 0.1237

$19,800

that is, a risk-free return of more than 12 percent in contrast t
o the actual risk-

free rate of 7 percent. Thus we could borrow $19,800 at 7 perce
nt to finance the

initial net cash outflow, capturing arisk-free profit of (0.1237 — 
0.07) X X19,800

_ X1,063 (to the nearest dollar) without any net investment of 
n3or~ey. ~th~r

investors will recognize this opportunity and begin selling the optio
n, which will

drive down its price. When the option sells for $7.01, the initial
 outlay would be

H = 556($50) — 1,000(~7.~I) _ $2G,iy0. ~'he payoffs at expirat
ion wcu:u s~i~l he

$22,250. This transaction would generate a return of

$22,250 _ 
i = 0.07

$20,790

Thus, when the option is trading at the price given by the model, a hed
ge ~iortfolio would

earn the risk free rate, which is appropriate because the portfolio wo
uld be risk free.

If the option sells for less tham$7.01; investors would buy the option and sell

short the underlying, which would generate cash up front. At
 expiration, the

investor would have to pay back an amount less than 7 perce
nt. All investors

would perform this transaction, generating a demand for the optio
n that would

push its price back up to X7.01.

~ ~"'~" ~ -

Cozisider a vile-~~ric~cl 1~it1ot~1ia1 inoclel in ~4~I1ic3i the u~lderl~~i
t~~ is <it.

6~ and cats ~o up 30 ~~ercent ar do~~~~ 22 pe~t-cent. The i~ish-fi-ee- 
rate i

8 pe~rc:_~;t_

A. Uetcrrni~~c tlir• I;rice oC~~ L~_,eoF~r~~~n c:~~ll~ptiouwith exercise. prices

ol~ i0.
8. :1„~un~,~ th~i~_ thy• rill is : ~~llin~ fear ~~ it the market. Detnoi~str

ate ho~a~

cc, r~~;~,~ctttc~ au all~~tra~~~e ir,~n>actio~i an<~ calculate tl~e rate cif return
.

~'~s:_ ?t? C;')11 cal! «~,~io:~s.

Solution to A: Fir,t fetid tine u3i~3~:i-Iving ~~riees in the btrioia~ial t~~ee.
 We

ha~~c a == I.`;Q and d = I -- 02~ = 0.78.

S~ =Sd = 65(4. ~8) = 5b.70
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Tlzexz find dze option ~~aIues at expiration:

~T = ~~~~~a,~~.ra — ~o> =1~.5a

The risk f~.etitz'al j~rc~bahzlity is

1.0~ — O.i8

= T_.30-0.78
= 0.769

and 1 — ~ = 0.4231. The caIPs price today is

c = 0_",769f X4.50) + 0.4231 (Q) 
_X7.75

1.08

St7~ution to ~: 1C~~ r~c<~<[ fhe value ~.-~1~n (~.r <;i11s:

c` —c 14:50 —Q

5~ — ~ 84.50 — 50.70

T~~e ea1i is u-~~c~t E>ri~~~_~~1, sv ~Y~_~ 5} r<,iilcl s<~(] ] O,Ut)U call options and buy
4,290 unite c,I~thc nur~~~rI~~in~~.

Si~JI 111,O00 c~ilJs at ~J ; yU,OtJC1
liii,~ 1,°f.at) tt3~it~ ~~f~tii~~ uu~irrl~in;~ ai_ (;:> -`?'78,850
~~~_~~ c,~:,1~ flc,~v - [88.850

S~~ ice invest 78~,~5Q_ The ti iluc of~~his ~ ~nnbina~iun at c~:tipiratic,i~ ~.rili be

-~.`_'.`~i(~~~~~.ir1 — 1(l,~)tl~),'1 ~.~(ij = '1i.5~i:~,

If~S, = Sp.;U,

7hcs~~ ~.liuc; clifii~i 1,, ot~l<<.i roundiil;, crrur.
l he r,~~~, <~f r<~tt~r t1 i~

-- -- i ￼ (i.1:~17

'['l~u~~, r,c rci~ei~~e ~~ risk-free rei_urrt almost tip°ice (hc risk-free rate. ~~1~'e
ce,u1~1 hor, ~~~~. t}~c iiiiria: ~~utla~~ r>f `~l ~8,`~~iiJ ar t}lf_~ rill: I~r~~e rate and
c~~l,°~u<~ a ii,l~.-free ~~r~~fit~rith~>~_i[ ai~~`nct ins<°;tni<~i~ ofmone~

In the example above, the movements in the underlying were depicted over one
period, and there were only two outcomes. We can extend the model and obtain
more-realistic results with more than two outcomes. Exhibit 17 shows how to do
so with atwo-period binomial tree.
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Two-Period Bi~orni~E Made{

S+
(~+)

S

(~ _ ?)
S-
(c-)

S++

~c+- or c-T = Max(O,S+- - X)~

S--

In the first period, we let the underlying price move from S to S+ or S- in the

manner we did in the one-period model. That is, if u is the up factor and d is the

~a:an: faeter,

S+ = Su

S- = Sd

Then, with the underlying at S+ after one period, it can either move up to S++ or

down to S+-. Thus,

S+' = S~'"u

S+- = S+d

If the underlying is at S- after one period, it can either move up to S-+ or down

to 5--.

S-+ = S-u

S-- = S-d

We now have three unique final outcomes instead of two. Actually, we have four

final outcomes, but ST- is the same as S-+. We can relate the three final out-

comes to the starting price in the following manner:

S++ = S+u = Suu = Su2

S+- (or S-~'") = S+d (or S-u) = Sud (or Sdu)

S-- = S-d = Sdd = Sd2

Now we move forward to the end of the first period. Suppose we are at the point

where the underlying price is S+. Note that now we are back into the one-period

model we previously derived. There is one period to go and two outcomes. The

call price is c+ and can go up to c++ or dorm to c+-. Using what we know from

the one-period model, the call price must be

i -i- r
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